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Drainage from water points

For further information visit: 
http://wedc-knowledge.lboro.ac.uk/

Source: SKINNER, B. H. 2012. An engineer’s guide to apron slabs for water points: WEDC Booklet No. 3. Loughborough, UK: WEDC, Loughborough University

This poster shows a typical 
arrangement and design details 
for an apron slab and a drainage 
channel for a water point. This 
is not a standard design, rather 
one that highlights the issues 
and design criteria that need to 
be considered. Bear in mind that 
other important factors such as 
the number of users and their 
preferences, the presence of 
users with disabilities, the type 
of soil, the topography and the 
availability of suitable materials 
and skills should all feature in 
the selection of an appropriate 
design for local circumstances.
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Spout aligned to apron centerline
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Flat stone set into apron
to prevent erosion
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Soakpit

Soakpit filled with large stones
with smaller stones on top
(An alternative is a pit lined
with bricks and covered with
a concrete slab)

Drain at least 6000 in length with
good slope (2% min) and stone
foundation with surface plaster
of cement mortar
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Self-closing gate

Fence

Concrete base
for operator

Suitable stone, gravel
or sand surround

1700 dia (min) circular concrete apron

Drainage channel 6000 in length
with 2% slope towards the soakpit

India MkII handpump with
pump spout centered 
on apron

Flat stone set into apron
to prevent erosion

Excavated earth heaped to protect 
soakpit from any surface water

2000 dia x 2000 deep soakpit filled with 
larger stones with smaller stones on top

Suitable stone, gravel
or sand surround

All dimensions shown in millimeters
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